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criminals already condemned by the law.1 If Athens did
not put her pharmakoi to death, she was in advance of some
parts of the Greek world in this respect (in itself highly
probable) ; for at Abdera the victims were apparently stoned
before Apollo at an even later date.2 What happened at
Marseilles is not quite on the same footing ; there apparently
in time of famine a poor man actually volunteered to be
kept for a year at the state's expense, fed on ceremonially
pure food, and then after being led round the city in a
ceremonial dress amid curses (not " for luck " in this case ;
the citizens are making a serious effort to transfer their sins
or uncleanness on to the scapegoat) was " cast headlong
forth ".3 It is not quite certain whether this only means
banished, to live elsewhere if he could, or killed by being
thrown from a height.
The methods of destruction are significant in every case ;
stoning does not involve anyone's touching the now finally
accursed and polluted victim, nor has any one person the
responsibility for his death. The same applies to
precipitation > the victim may be made to " walk the
plank " or in some other way formally speaking to make
away with himself. The object of burning and casting the
ashes into the sea is of course to make the destruction as
complete as possible. The point of the ceremonial treatment
mentioned by Tzetzes is also clear; when the pharmakoi
are made to accept food from the people, they accept the
people's sin or uncleanness therewith—just as Aaron, laying
his hands on the head of the goat,4 transfers the sins of the
people by his touch. At Massalia by feeding the Pharmakos
for a year they took still greater care to identify him with
the state. The cererfionial beating is done probably also to
transfer, in this case, evil (in other cases beating may aim
at beating in good attributes,5 as with the women at the
1	As was done at Rhodes ;  Porphyry, De Ab$tinentia, ii, 54.   Frazer,
The Scapegoat, p. 354.
2	Ovid, Ibis, 467 ff.
3	" ProiciebEitur,"   Servius, on Aen. iii, 57, quoting Petronius.
* Leviticus, xvi, 21,
5 Cf. Frazer, The Scapegoat, pp. 258-272 (who prefers this explanation
at the Thargelia too).

